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Introduction
Getting The Most From This Program
To get the most of this program,
Please take advantage of all the resources I’ve put at your disposal.
I’ve structured this program to help you LEARN THE RIGHT WAY...
It’s NOT sexy,
But by the time you’re through,
You’ll have the perfect foundation to become a well-paid Copywriter
making as much as $5,000 or more a month in writing fees.
Please don’t get impatient and skip any part of this program.
If you do, you’d be cheating yourself.
And your learning will be incomplete.
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What it takes to become a Well-Paid Copywriter!
Now, there ARE some traits I’d love you to bring to the table…
These traits make up the perfect recipe for success in Copywriting
1) A Desire to Make a
 Lot of Money
People tell me they’re attracted to this thing of ours because of the
freedom the writer’s life can give them —
No bosses…
No rush hour traffic…
Work from anywhere… .
Choose your own hours…
That’s all well and good…
But you should want both the freedom AND t he money too.
Why?
Because even if you think it’s evil to crave money..
There’s something exciting about the potential to earn the $36,000 to
$120,000 per year that “A-level” copywriters can easily earn these days
This kind of feeling keeps you focused and on track to succeed.
2) Determination…
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I promise you,
You’re going to learn a ton of valuable, practical information as you
progress through this extraordinary program...
You’ll gain confidence.
You’ll experience a palpable feeling of control as you master the art of
writing blockbuster copy selling products profitably in almost any
market
But…
There will also be times when you may feel frustrated…
When you feel you’re not “getting” a concept as quickly or as easily as
you might have hoped.
Don’t worry.
It happens.
Everyone goes through it.
And that’s why I created a support group specifically for this program.
So you’re not alone and you can interact with me and other
Copywriters.
All you gotta do is reach out on the support group.
Send it your questions,
Share your concerns,
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And you’ll get a helpful response from me.
Or one of my students
3) C
 uriosity
Great copywriting stems from the desire to learn about new things…
To read…
Bury yourself in “deep dive” research…
And discover everything there is to know about the product or service
you’re writing about.
Legendary copywriter Gene Schwartz said that by the time he was
ready to write a promotion,
He knew more about the product and its customers than the person or
company that created it
If you love to learn — and you’re naturally curious — you’re on massive
step closer to reaching the big leagues of copywriting.
So, that’s it.
These 3 traits…
Combined with your proven desire to learn…
And this extraordinarily r ich and c
 omprehensive learning program I’ve
put together for you…
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That’s based on the very same copywriting techniques that’s helped
my students make more money than they ever imagined possible.
PLUS THE Support and guidance you’ll be getting too.
I can think of no better recipe for success in this thing of ours.
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FCI 110:
The Hooman Matrix
Once you understand human nature as it really is (Not how you think it
is… OR should be…)
Your job as a Copywriter becomes a whole lot easier.
You’ll know what to say, and how to say it, to make people take action.
Now, these two events may seem unrelated to the everyday person
But as you’ll soon see,

They are not unrelated at all.

Yes, both events were catastrophic.

But beneath the actions of both groups,

Lies the core of mass persuasion.
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Wednesday, March 26, 1997,

There was a mass suicide in San Diego.

39 victims of a mass suicide —21 women and 18 men of varying
ages— were all found lying peaceably in matching dark clothes and
Nike sneakers

There was no trace of blood or physical trauma.

The police would later discover that these men and women were
members of the “Heaven’s Gate” religious cult

The Cult was led by Marshall Applewhite.

He preached very emotionally that suicide would allow members to
abandon their bodily “containers” on earth in favor of a higher physical
existence.

Applewhite also advocated sexual abstinence.

In late March 1997,

Applewhite and 38 of his followers drank a lethal mixture of
phenobarbital and vodka
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Then lay down to die,

Hoping to leave their bodily containers,

Enter the alien spacecraft

And pass through Heaven’s gate to a higher experience much better
than the struggles on earth.

I don’t know if they eventually went through heaven’s gate.

But this story begs the question:

How did a Music Professor convince 38 grown ups to . . .

● Abandon their families,
● Forgo almost all their possessions . . .
● And follow every instruction he gave them, without rebelling?

I’ll tell you, but first . . .

Let's look at the second event.
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TUESDAY, September 11, 2001

You may be more familiar with The September 11 attacks on the
World Trade Centre, and Pentagon.

On September 11, 2001,

19 militants allegedly associated with Al Qaeda hijacked 4 airplanes
and carried out brutal suicide attacks against targets in the United
States.

Two of the planes were flown into the twin towers of the World Trade
Center in New York City,

A third plane hit the Pentagon just outside Washington, D.C.,

And the fourth plane crashed in a field in Shanksville, Pennsylvania.

Almost 3,000 people were killed during the 9/11 terrorist attacks,

This event would shape the presidency of George W. Bush.

Now, there are hundreds of theories surrounding The 9/11 terrorist
attacks . . .
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Many believe it was an inside job by the U.S Government on its own
citizens . . .

Some say it was actually Al Qaeda

Whichever side you take. . .

I want you to understand that the suicide events on March 26th, 1997
and September 11, 2001, have one undeniable similarity.

The leaders of both groups were able to convince their initiates/allies
that it was a good idea to commit suicide for a greater good . . .

Higher existence and eternal bliss.

They gave them hope in a way they had never seen before.

And they assured them. . .

With carefully chosen words.. .

That they were special and part of something divine.

Something other people would wish they were part of.
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● They were not forced.
● They were not cajoled.
● They joined out of their own free will.

You can say they were deceived and brainwashed.

But the bottomline is this:

Their leaders were skilled in the art of influence and persuasion.

They understood human nature.

And they used this knowledge as a means to an end.

By now, you can guess that what I’m about to share with you is
dangerous in the wrong hands.

Which is why YOU must never use this skill u
 nethically.
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Behavioral Patterns
There are 5 major behavioral patterns I want you to take note of as
you move through this program.

You don’t have to agree with anything I say,

Just keep an open mind.

Here we go:

First, h
 uman beings (including thee and I) are pathetic liars.
We hardly ever tell the unadulterated truth about what we really want.

We’d rather lie and tell people what they want to hear,

Why?

So they don’t mock, ridicule us

Or so they don’t question our morals or our sanity for publicly
admitting to wanting something seemingly dirty or immoral.
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So we keep it to ourselves.

Afterall, nobody needs to know.

That’s a pattern of behaviour in human beings.

It’s there and to become a bloody good Copywriter,

You understand that this pattern exists in human beings

Why?

Because when you’re selling to people,

Your best bet is to target those hidden desires they don’t have the
courage to talk about publicly.
*
Second,

Human beings are naturally lazy.

We want things quick and easy.
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We want things to be as simple as possible,
We don’t like stress.

And as such….

Any trace of stress, hardwork or complexity (If it’s hard to understand)
discourages us from taking action.

So naturally, we are more interested in the easy stuff.

And we run away from the hard stuff

Or anything that’s hard to understand.

And we do this, even when we know deep down in our gut, that doing
the hard stuff will give us the fantastic results we seek.

That’s why many overweight people would rather ….

Spend N20,000 on slim tea, waist trainers and all sorts of weight-loss
quick fixes than register at a Gym and do the real weight loss
exercises consistently every week, until they’ve achieved their desired
physique.

The equation is simple:
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Working out everyday or at least 3-times a week, is hard.
Drinking slim tea is easy.

All you gotta do is boil water and soak the damn tea bag.

Then drink.

No stress.
*
Third,

The vast majority of human beings never take responsibility for
anything (even their own lives..)

There’s always something or someone to blame.

And as such,

They embrace any excuse to shift the blame

So they can say . . .
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“It’s not my fault I’m not making progress in life. It’s this person's fault,
it’s that person's fault… See? It’s not my fault! I’m the victim!”

Therefore, if you’ll convince human beings to embrace your
message….

The last thing you want to do is tell them they’re not taking
responsibility and that it’s their fault.

They may clap and say ride on Pastor,

But 99% will not buy what you’re selling.

Instead, they’ll give their money to the witty salesman who says….

“I understand. It’s not your fault… X and Y are responsible for your
struggles, and maybe you’re not sure how to fight them, but here’s a
simple solution……”

That’s empathy.

We love playing the victim card.

And 99% of the time,
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It’s the person who shows us empathy that gets our money.
*
Hope you’re following?

Fourth,

Human beings (and that i ncludes you and I) are selfish little creatures.

This is neither a good thing nor a bad thing.

It simply is something a smart salesman understands.

The salesman knows that to get money out of people’s pockets…

It is crucially important to make them the center of attraction.

It is about them, not you.

It is about how their lives will change, not you.

It is about making them feel you understand their pain

It is about giving them new hope
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Sympathizing with them….

Making a bold promise of change

Winning their trust…

Offering them a good deal

Making them feel safe by offering them a strong guarantee,

Bottomline: Customer is king,

And very often, when you try to persuade people to buy something,

These are some of the questions they’re asking in their head...

“What’s in it for me??”

“How will this improve my life?”

“How will this help me experience less pain??”
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“How will this help me experience more pleasure?”

“And why should I trust YOU???”

And as such…

Before you write any ad or sales message,

You have to look at what you’re offering and ask yourself:
● How will it end her pain?
● How will it help her make more money?
● How will it make her live longer?
● How will it make her look younger?
● Will it help her lose weight fast without going to the gym?
● Will it save her from disaster and disappointment?
● Will it help her regain sound health?
● Will it set her free financially?
● Will it give her more time and freedom to travel the world?

What will the damn thing do for her?
Here’s one of the first important lessons I learned in Copywriting,
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It’s a poem by Copywriting legend Vic Schwab
And it’s the perfect icing on the cake:
"So tell me quick and tell me true
Or else, my love, to hell with you
Less - How this product came to be
More - What the damn thing does for me"
The lesson still rings true today.
And you’d do well to burn it into your memory.
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The Emotional Brain...
The emotional brain is the decision making centre of the human brain,

And that’s where your interest lies as a Copywriter.

After all…

You’re in the business of using carefully selected words to get people
into emotional states where they’re making the exact decisions you
want them to make.

So how does the emotional brain work?

Take a look at this image
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Look at the right side.

That’s the emotional brain and believe it or not,

That’s where 80% of your Persuasion Job is done.

The remaining 20% is on the left (Logic).

So whatever you write has to be:
● Emotionally compelling (Emotions)
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● And Intellectually interesting (Logic) … >>>> (Ie: I t has to make sense
to your reader when she weights it against logic...)

Emotional Triggers
As human beings…

We are biologically programmed with certain emotions

And 99% of the time,

When people buy something or make a decision…

It is for an emotional reason.
Here’s a little illustration
● Sign up for a Business Opportunity
(Emotional desire: Greed, ego)
● Buy a Health Product
(Emotional Trigger/Desire: Fear of death, Freedom from pain,
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Sound health)
● Go on a Vacation to Seychelles
(Emotions: Adventure, Vanity, bragging rights)
● Sign up for a Training on Self-Defense and Survival
(Emotions: Fear of being helpless when attacked, fear of death,
fear of being trapped in danger with no one to help, Survival
instincts)
● Buy a Sex Enhancement Pill / Potion / Supplement
Emotions:
Lust,
Ego,
Sexual desire,
Fear of poor performance in bed (especially men).....
Fear of sex being so boring, your partner decides to start getting
it somewhere else)
● Buy / Rent a House in V.I
(Emotions: Status, Comfort, Ego, Bragging rights)
● Hire Bodyguards to Look After your Only Daughter
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(Emotions: Fear of losing a loved one)
● Buying a Second Passports
Emotions:
Deep desire for absolute freedom to travel when you want
without restrictions,
Social validation,
Ego,
Status,
Bragging rights
● Get something without working hard for it
(Emotions: overnight success, prove the naysayers wrong --- that
annoying lecturer .. in-law… sibling… parent… relative who said
you’d never amount to nothing)
Etc.
And when you create a message that appeals to any of the above
emotional wants/desires…

You tap into the very essence of what makes humans tick.

Nobody can completely escape this web of desires.
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Not me.
Not you.

They are an inextricable part of human nature

And they’ll be with you until the day you die.

And this:

Depending on what you’re selling,

There are certain emotional triggers that will be more effective when
you use it on that very prospect…

For Example:

When it comes to investment,

There are 2 emotional triggers that have always worked better than
anything else.

Fear and Greed.
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This is how people think mostly when they see investment
opportunities:
*
FEAR:

“The Last economic recession was a disaster. I don’t want to be taken
by surprise and lose the wealth I’ve worked so hard to build… I don’t
want to be poor…. So I’ll have to protect (and grow) my wealth by
making this unique investment in Gold”
*
GREED:
“If I could just double this $10Million… that makes it $20Million…
(Gamblers’ mentality) I’ll have more money, I’ll be richer…… I’ll be able to
go on more luxurious vacations… buy nicer things for myself and do
whatever the hell I want to do ”

This is how we’re wired as human beings.

These emotional desires are already there

And to get people taking the sort of action you want them to take,

All you have to do is trigger the right emotions.
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I’ll show how this works much later in this program,

But for now, there’s something you should see,

It’s still on the subject of emotions.
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The “secret language” that speaks directly to the
decision-making center of your customer’s brain.
If you want to get people to make a decision that favours you.. (Like
buy something you’re selling….. An idea, a product…. etc)

You have to speak a language that appeals to the decision-making
centre of their brain.

And as you might guess,

That language is the language of emotions and belief.

Emotions and belief.

As a Copywriter, you’re an artist.

And your job is to paint an emotional picture your customer believes in
well enough to buy your painting.

If they’re not moved emotionally when they see your painting,

They won’t even believe in it.
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And as such, they won’t buy it.

Never forget this:

Emotions and belief go together.

If you’ll keep this lesson in mind whenever you sit down to write
anything,

You’ll be getting astonishing results as a Copywriter.
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Flipping the script:
A Stealth way to get your readers to think
Your idea is their own.
People sometimes believe what they are told,
But they never doubt what they conclude.
-Blair Warren.
Here’s the LOGIC behind that:
Naturally, when you try to force your opinions or ideas on people,
They’ll resist.
It’s a lot easier to tell a story or give a narrative that illustrates your point,
Then the other person can see himself in it and draw their own
conclusions.
To explain this further,
Here’s one of my all-time favourite quotes on influence and persuasion. . .
*
“If you, in presenting your carefully veiled command and carefully worded or
formed suggestion, can so involve it, decorate it, and clothe it that the other
person's mind will hear it or recognize it or see it without immediately
understanding its real nature,
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But will later on evolve it and mature it into a living vital idea of the
individuals mind, then that individual will think or believe that the idea is one
of his own conception, his own logical and reasoning conclusion,
And (vanity of all vanity) because it is his own conceived and developed idea
it must be true and correct and therefore worthy of immediate acceptance
and highly enthusiastic adoption."
Dr. H. Spencer Lewis
*
What does this mean?
It’s simple…
It’s easier to believe something when you’re convinced it’s originally your
idea… and that you reached your own conclusions
Without being cajoled or influenced
As against when it feels like someone is making a serious attempt to make
you believe something.
So how do you plant that seed in your reader’s mind… without setting off
an alarm???
There are several ways..
● Like telling an interesting story,
● Giving a narrative
● Telling them there’s something else responsible for their
setbacks other than themselves
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And so on.
Here’s a simple example of the last point:
*
*
“If you’ve been struggling to make money trading currencies in the
financial markets.
It’s NOT your fault.
● Maybe you've not yet figured out how to enter trades right
when the BIG money is being made.. (Shortly, I'll show you
why this is crucial to making huge profits in trading)
● Maybe you've not figured out how to double your returns by
tapping into the heartbeat of the financial market
● Maybe you gave somebody money to trade for you and they
disappeared with it…
● Maybe you were very close to hitting it big and then the market
forces changed in the opposite direction…
It's not your fault.
You just wanted to take practical steps towards improving your
finances.
Sadly, things didn't turn out as you hoped.
But today marks a new beginning for you;
******
See how we’re tactfully using words like …
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“Maybe” …
”Not your fault” (remember what I said earlier about people not wanting to
take responsibility??)
By doing this, we’re planting a seed in our reader’s mind,
And that seed is going to develop into an idea in their emotional brain…
such that, in a few minutes or hours…
They begin to think:
“Well, if I’ve not made serious money from X, It’s probably because I didn’t
know what these guys just talked about… And since I’m still interested in this
sort of thing, it only makes sense that I try them out and see if this stuff
they’re talking about really works as good as they say it does”
Their idea, NOT yours.
Their conclusions, not yours.
Their decision, not yours.
Here’s another way you can make your reader think your idea is their
own….
This is even more simpler….
And from my experience…
Much more effective (When done correctly….)
One word = Storytelling.
But not just any kind of storytelling,
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You’re telling the story to plant a seed …. and paint a picture in your
reader’s mind.
There’s a particular storytelling technique called . . .
“I’ve been in your shoes before”
Here’s a quick example:
* I discovered Copywriting shortly after I lost my banking job back in
February 2016…
It took me 8-solid months to land my first paying client,
I sent out hundreds of cold emails everyday,
Went to Facebook Groups to pitch my services,
Reached out to Prospective Clients on LinkedIn…
At some point, I saw the foolishness in doing what everyone was doing.
And I didn’t land my first $3,000 copywriting client until I discovered what
I’m about to share with you today.“
*
You see…
By telling this story,
I’m giving my reader a subtle impression that the reason they’re not getting
results is because they’re doing the same thing everyone else is doing…
And as such,
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If they continue on that path,
They’ll never make progress.
Which is why they need to start thinking of how to do things differently…
(And the first step of course, is following the advice of someone who’s
been in their shoes before)
NOTE: I’m not making any direct commands or statements.
I’m just laying out the facts from my personal experience and allowing
them draw the inevitable conclusion:
“I’m not getting results because I’m doing what everyone else is doing. This
guy has been there before, and he’s now enjoying the very thing I’ve been
working at for years… Maybe he can help me… Maybe I should learn from
him….”
Hope you’re following???
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Erasing doubt...
Establishing Trust,
Engineering Belief.
“If I try to sell you something, you will resist. It's natural.
However, if I get your attention......
● If I offer you something that feeds a hunger deep inside you... or
solves a perplexing problem that haunts your days......
● If I describe a deal where you risk nothing, and yet stand to gain
a great deal…
● If I sympathize with your resistance, understand your qualms and
doubts, and answer every one of your questions honestly…
● If I clearly show you how you can become richer, happier,
healthier, all in the fastest and easiest manner possible…
● And if you believe and trust me, and are certain the risks are
miniscule and the reward mind-blowing...
Then your resistance may weaken.
You may give it a try,
Especially if I've made it clear you can change your mind later.
You just might decide, all on your own,
To see what all the fuss is about.
That's seduction, friend”
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-John Carlton, One of the all-time Great Copywriters.

I’ll show you how to establish trust, engineer belief and establish
credibility

But first, I want to tell you 2 stories about….

The Greatest Conman Who Ever Lived
*
*
In the 1920s;
History's greatest Con man, Victor Lustig.... wanted to scam the great
Al Capone into giving him $5,000 (which was a lot of money back
then)
Now, of course…
Al Capone was a dangerous mobster
And Lustig knew he just had to get his scam right,
Else, he was a dead man!
So he came up with a very clever idea...
He went to Al Capone and asked for a $50,000 loan,
To repay with interest after 60-days or so.....
The Capon obliged and Lustig kept the money in a safe for 2-months.
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After 2 months, he returned the $50,000 to Al Capone with a sorry
face....
Saying the deal didn't go as planned ....and that the Capon could have
his money back.
This move made Al Capone trust him completely!
Lustig looked dejected and out of pity...
The Capon gave Lustig $5,000 to take care of himself since the initial
deal didn't come through.
This was Lustig's original plan
Get Al Capone to trust me enough to shell out $5,000 in exchange for
nothing.
Very neat. very smooth. very clever.
You don’t have to con people like Lustig,
But here's the lesson:
When it comes to convincing a stranger to pay for your products and
services....
You have to focus squarely on gaining her trust first!
And sometimes, this requires patience.
Imagine Victor Lustig had walked into Al Capone's office on day one
And the first thing he asked for was $5,000 dollars!
He would have been beaten bloody!
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And most marketers and Copywriters are beaten bloody financially
when they try to sell too fast.... too soon.... too early..... too sudden...
Without first gaining the trust of their prospect.
So they come across as desperate...
And once people smell desperation,
They start leaving in droves!
Look...
Whether you're selling a product or a service or just something in
between...
Learn to build trust first (Think like a conman, but sell ethically)
A clever conman will never try to con you until he's sure he's gained
your trust.
And a good Copywriter or marketer will never transition into the sales
pitch until he's so deep inside your head,
You're completely convinced he is the real deal!
Keep this in mind:
Never appear desperate.
And always give out enough value in your sales messages to show
your prospect that you have skin in the game and that they can trust
you.
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I get dozens of messages every day from people asking me if I have a
course on this or that....
Or If I'm offering a Copywriting Coaching service!
Why?
Because I have earned their trust with all the value I put out on
Twitter, Facebook... and via my emails.
Listen. . .
You gotta develop the habit of winning your reader's trust before you
start selling.. (Whether through emails or social media or right there
on your sales page!)
This could mean identifying with her struggles before offering her the
solution she needs or WANTS desperately... (Your product)...
Or carefully explaining the opportunity at hand... breaking down the
basics to primary 2 level.... so she understands why it's genuine...
Or giving her FREE valuable info she can apply immediately with
visible results (after which she can then draw her own conclusions on
whether you deserve her money…)
And also, it very often means...
Making her “Feel” like you're actually doing her a favour
And that YOU really don't need her money (even if we both know your
primary goal is to get her money)
Here’s another story about history’s greatest Conman
Scam of The Century, Paris, 1925 >
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The Eiffel Tower was falling apart.
Repairing the tower would be costly and its future was uncertain.
Lustig, a veteran con artist posing as a government official, gathered a
half-dozen local scrap metal dealers and told them a secret.
According to Lustig,
The Government was planning to sell the Eiffel tower for scrap,
And the dealers were being offered the chance to buy the tower before
anyone else even knew it was available.
Lustig used elegant clothing and faked government documents to
convince the men that he was legitimate
After a short while,
He secured bids from each of them, and soon selected the "winner."
As the deal neared completion,
Lustig noticed his soon-to-be victim was getting really suspicious.
And as such, he had to perform some act that would leave no doubt in
his mark's mind that he was the real deal
His plan worked perfectly.
In their next meeting, Lustig purposefully steered the discussion away
from the tower and began talking about his own financial woes.
As he talked, it became clear to his mark what was happening.
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He wasn't being conned,
He was being asked for a bribe! (As is expected of the typical
politician or government official >)
Now he knew Lustig was a legitimate politician.
Relieved, he handed over the bribe,
Concluded the deal
And fell for one of the most famous cons in history.
*

Again, the lesson here is NOT the scam.

The lesson is in making damn sure your prospect trusts you.

Because if they don’t, nothing else you do will matter.

So how can you establish trust / credibility / and Engineer belief when
writing Copy??

Here’s how….
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*

Engineering Belief
One of the most important things to keep in mind when writing copy is
that you need to repeatedly engineer belief on 2 levels.
Level 1:
That what you're selling works and is the real deal…
Level 2:
That it will work for your prospect when they use it.
You do this using:
#1 Testimonials,
Eg: I know you're a bit skeptical if this will work for you..
So I'll introduce you to a few folks like you who at first, were a bit
skeptical,
But after experiencing the amazing benefits of XCV,
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They started recommending it to anyone who cared to listen…
Take R.L, who wrote to us last week to say…
“Testimonial Quote from Customer”
*
Or E.P, who told us…
“Testimonial Quote from Customer”
*
And there's F.K, who after 3-years of battling with X,
Discovered XCV, used it for 10-days and sent us an email saying…
“Testimonial Quote from Customer”
****
There are countless Testimonials on this page from people like you
who once struggled with X but today..
Are now enjoying the health of their dreams..
Thanks to the healing power of XCV
In time, I know we'll receive good news from you too…
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But it all begins with a first step:
Today, I'd love to send you a bottle of XCV to try for 28-days
Once you receive your supply
Quickly open the package and set it aside, then watch the 5minute
video I'll send you via email…
***
Hope you’re getting it??
You say you are?
Good.
Next.
#2 Case studies,
Case studies are like testimonials
The only difference is…
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⅓ of your sales message is the story of one customer's journey…
From struggle to breakthrough.
That is…
As a prospect,
You'll read the copy and be drawn into this person's world
You'll begin to think:
If this person was almost without hope and can now smile again
Then maybe I have a chance
Maybe this will work for me
This could be me
Yes, it could be me
If and only if I'll give these guys the benefit of the doubt
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Just like Mr X…
NOTE: In the case of using case studies (You can actually start your
message by introducing the customer with a powerful story line…
*
Eg:
In May 2012, Daniel Johnson cried home from the Emergency ward in
LUTH
He was going to die in 2-months,
And there was no remedy or cure for the monster eating up the cells in
his now very fragile heart
But nothing prepared Daniel for what would happen 8 days later in his
living room… with his wife and child present.
*
Now, what you’ve done is:
Paint a picture of struggle that your prospect is probably already
familiar with.
And the next thing is to tell them how your customer discovered a
lasting solution to their pressing problem.
NEXT
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*
#3 Relevant Quotes from credible authorities.
These are called third party testimonials
So the trick is….
If, during your research (Don’t worry, I’ll show you how to do proper
market research),
You stumble on a quote by a relevant authority in your market
And this quote somehow strengthens your message
You can use it to engineer belief
Example:
CNN calls it..
"The God Code"
And Forbes says…
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"We've never seen anything like this since the death of Sani Abacha"
Even The New Yorker predicted back in March that this would
happen…
"Quote ….. The New Yorker, March 13, 2020"
And this is exactly what we're witnessing today…
As such, There's never been a better time to….
*
NOTE: When you find relevant quotes in top publications that support
your message
It's usually better to quote the publication
NOT the author.
The publication usually carries more power than the individual.
Except the author or person behind the quote is a very powerful and
popular figure that's easily recognisable. (Like Bill Gates or Jeff
Bezos or Warren Buffett Or Oprah Winfrey)
**
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The reason I’m showing you all of this first is so you can get your
thought process right when it comes to writing copy that sells

The most important thing is NOT what you write

The most important thing is how you think,

The quality of your thought lays the foundation for what you write.

As such, if you’re not thinking in the right direction,

Nothing else you do will matter.

*
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FCI 111:
Market Research
The market is the most important part of anything you're selling
The market is your target audience.
Your prospects
The people who are going to give you their money in exchange for
something of value you’re offering them.
Without the market,
You have nobody to sell to
And as such…
You don’t have a business.
*
Now, you probably already know that the first question in market research
is:
What are some of the most pressing problems people in this market that
are dying to solve right now?
What pressing problem(s) are we going to solve for our customers?
Depending on where your entrepreneurial focus is,
Your market could be:
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● Financial,
● Health,
● Weight Loss,
● Personal Development,
● Freelancing,
● Immigration,
● Dating,
● Men’s health,
● Ecommerce
● Tech and Software
● Coaching
● And so on…
Let's say we want to sell something in the health niche,
And we're interested in the diabetes market
The first thing we need to do is in-depth research.
There’s a number of research tools we can use, and Google is just one of
them.
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I’ll give you the list of research tools in a minute,
But first, here’s how a simple Google search will give us what we're looking
for...
Open your Google Search Tab
And type “Diabetes + Forum”

Number 1(ALL) i s where you’ll see the most relevant information on your
topic, (This depends on the keywords you use, which I’ll talk about shortly)
And all you have to do is visit these forums,
Look for relevant threads or posts on topics associated with your market
Look at the comments
See what your prospects are saying about their struggles
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What kind of products are they talking about?
What have they tried before?
What are they hoping the market can give them?
And how desperate are they for an immediate solution?
Look at this from Nairaland Forum (nairaland.com is arguably your best
market research tool if you sell anything to Nigerians…)*

Now, remember how I numbered the columns on the screenshot from
Google?
1, 2, 3, 4 …
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You remember right?
That’s where most marketers focus on.
But the truth is…
Under 2 (news) , 3 (images), and 4(videos)
There’s usually some very relevant information available on the topic you’re
writing about.
So you can’t ignore these tabs.
You have to click on each one, and see what’s there.
Because you never know what you’ll find.
Now, remember, “Diabetes + ad” is just one keyword.
Here’s some other keywords you can use:
● Diabetes + Diet
● Diabetes + Forum (I already used this as an example)
● Diabetes + Reddit
● Diabetes + Challenges
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● Diabetes + new discovery
● Diabetes + Scam (Oh yes!!!)
● Diabetes + Miracle
● Diabetes + New drug
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Just play around with keywords.
Look deep.
Do proper research.
This helps you assemble hot info you can use when writing copy.
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Now, like I said earlier,
Google is just one of many marketing research tools
Here’s a list:
● Google
● Facebook Groups
● Pinterest
● Quora
● Reddit
● Medium
● YouTube
● Niche-related blogs/websites (Ie: Top blogs that publish
articles/blogposts discussing topics related to the niche you’re
selling to…)
Eg: In the context of selling a health product for diabetes
You can simply search for the topic + blog/website name
Like this . . . “Healthline + Diabetes”
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And then, the last two...
You’d be surprised how a lot of people never use them for
market research… yet…..
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They’re Gold mines for finding quality information on your target
audience
● Online Forums
● Amazon

As $700MM Copywriter, Stefan Georgi, puts it:
Forums are amazing [for research] because they let you “spy” in on
private conversations that your prospects are having…
You get to hear their stories,
Learn their struggles,
And discover their hopes and dreams…
Plus, you get to know their language patterns and see how they think
and talk.
Meanwhile with Amazon…
That’s really all about product differentiation.
The best way to use Amazon for research…
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Is to do a search for products that solve the same pain point as what
you’re selling….
Then, for each of the most popular products…
Go through the 5 Star Reviews, and the 1 Star Reviews…
To see what your prospects love about them, and what they hate.
Those things they hate are objections.
And if your product doesn’t have those flaws,
Great! Now you have an edge over the competition
If not, then you know when you’re writing your copy that you have to
address those things they hate and show them how the benefits of
your product can help them achieve their desired results inspite of
how imperfect your product is.
As you can see,
The entire research process isn’t optional.
You gotta do it, because that’s what helps you see exactly what you
should focus your message on.
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YOUTUBE
YouTube is one of the most underrated marketing research tools.
Yes, it’s a research tool,
And if you do a little research there,
You can get a lot of valuable information that will help you write copy
that resonates with your target audience.
A Small Example of How to Use YouTube for Market Research:
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If you keep scrolling down,
You’ll see more results.

Remember, the same keywords you use on Google can be used on
YouTube or any of the other research platforms/tools I listed earlier
Now, of course….
We’re not interested in watching all the videos,
We’re only looking for videos with relevant detail.
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In this case….
Using the keywords “diabetes + ads”
We’re looking for really good video ads targeting people who are
struggling with diabetes.
And to determine what Ad is worth our time,
We look at the number of views and the video titles.
This means,
We narrow our focus to videos with the highest views and catchiest
titles (This is important so you don’t waste time on videos that may
not have relevant info...)
When I say “Catchy Titles”,
What I mean is,
Videos with titles that just make you want to watch them immediately.
Now, what you can do is:
Make a list of 10 videos in order of highest views and catchiest titles.
When you watch these videos, you have to be mentally alert.
Look at how the videos start…
How they hold attention,
The choice of words,
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How they address the prospect’s concerns,
How they introduce the product,
How they make the pitch,
And how they close.
But that’s NOT all…
For every video you watch (especially those with a high number of
views),
Go to the comments section…
What are people saying???
Of course, good and bad things will be said,
So what you do is, you take notes (of the good and bad)
This exercise gives you a clear understanding of how the market
thinks.
And the way the YouTube Algorithm works is:
When you’re watching a video on diabetes,
YouTube suggests similar / even better videos on Diabetes..
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I can’t believe people don’t recognize how powerful YouTube is in
terms of Market research.
Anyway, like I said earlier…
We’re not interested in all videos
We’re only looking for relevant information that will contribute to the
success of the sales message we want to write.
And to make it easier for you…
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Let me add that,
There are a number of things to look out for when doing your
research… (Not just on YouTube, but Google, Facebook Groups,
Forums etc…)
What the majority are complaining about
(Side effects, no results etc)
Objections…
(What’s stopping them from buying another diabetes product???)
Hopes
(What do they say they wish they had ??
...Or what do they say they're looking forward to???)
The Competition’s Unique Mechanism.
What’s that special thing in the competition’s product responsible for
delivering results that their customers can’t stop raving about?
What’s that unique piece, part, component or aspect of your product
responsible for delivering results?
And how can you create a more compelling case for yours?
How they Got Their Breakthrough
(When someone says in the comment section that they’ve struggled
with X in the past, nothing they did was working… Until they discovered
Y...)
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Etc
You have to look at these things,
That’s the market telling you how to sell to them.
What you should say,
And how you should say it,
To get them to trust you enough to give you their money.
And once you have all the information you need,
Your sales message will almost write itself.
*
*
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Market Research II
( Finding your Prospect’s Awareness Level and
Market Sophistication Level)
Once you've figured out a common pressing problem that a LOT of
people are desperate to solve,
And you have a quality product that solves that problem
The next step is:
Find your prospect's awareness level.
Let me explain:
Levels of prospect awareness:
1. Doesn't even know she has a problem
Even though a lot of people are desperately looking for a solution
to that problem.
2. Knows she has a serious problem.
But doesn't know if there's a solution but she's always on the
look out for one
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3. Knows she has a problem and knows there are solutions out
there but she's only interested in the best solution
4. She's tried a couple of these solutions, she's been burned a few
times and she's irritated by the fact that everybody claims their
solution is the best even if there's a lot of scam everywhere
At this point, she's looking for something unique and different
5. Everybody is saying their product is unique and different
This is a fed up Prospect,
And the only thing that will appeal to her is…
A message that takes attention away from the product and
focuses 80% on the reader's desired experience
A message like…
*
“I know you've tried everything possible, but it's not your fault
The reason none of the products you've tried worked is because…
Your body is low on magnesium and as such
If you don't get your magnesium level back above the Doctor's
recommended 47% nutrition mark
These products won't work.
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That's why The 3-in1 Magnesium FIX is so powerful…
First…
It works in harmony with your White blood cells to take your
magnesium level back above 47%
So your immune system is strong enough to support any heart
medication you take
Then…
After 72 hours
Your body uses your new supply of Magnesium to increase supply or
oxygen to your heart and for this reason….
Bla bla bla…
Then finally, here comes the most important part…
Your body begins to….
Bla bla bla
***
You get?
The last level of prospect awareness is where your reader has
probably heard it all
And as such….
You want to speak directly to her experience first
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Before presenting your product as the most unique, most effective
solution in your market.
Got it?
Now, the question you probably want to ask is:
How do I know my prospect's awareness level?
The answer is simple,
We go to Online Forums or Facebook or YouTube... Or Amazon.... Etc
Use the keyword formula I gave you earlier to search for the keywords
or content related to the problem the market is desperate to solve
I encourage you to look at the comments sections very carefully,
If many people are saying:
Is there a solution for this?
That's level 2 (Problem aware)
*
If many people are saying
What's the best solution to this?
I've seen X, y, z but which works best?
That's level 3 - Solution aware, but wants the best
*
If many people are saying:
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Is there something out there that's new and different from everything
else in the market today?
That's level 4.
*
If many people are saying:
I'm tired...
I've tried everything....
I don't know what to do again....
Eg: weight loss
That's level 5.
*
Now, if you don’t learn anything from this section of the program,
Try to always remember what I’m about to show you.
Scroll down.
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Why 90% of Marketing Campaigns Fail
(3 Major reasons )
The first obvious reason is:
If you’re targeting people who don’t want what you’re offering them,
Your marketing campaign will fail.
The second reason is:
If you’re targeting the right audience (people who want what you’re
selling)... But you don’t have a message that is….
● Emotionally compelling
● Uniquely interesting
● New and different from what they’ve heard before
You’ll struggle to make sales.
The third reason is,
You could be targeting the right audience,
And you may have an emotionally compelling message that is
interesting
But your message is too amateurish for their level of awareness and
market sophistication.
It’s like telling someone who doesn’t even know they have diabetes
that you can cure them of diabetes
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Or
Telling someone who has tried several weight loss supplements with
outrageous promises that they’d lose weight drastically in 28-days…..,
that all they have to do is….
Take my supplement and you’ll lose weight in 28-days.
Won’t work.
They’ve heard that crap before.
So you before you construct a sales message,
You have to understand your prospect's awareness and market
sophistication level
Then through the results of your research,
You decide how best to structure an emotionally compelling, and very
unique message that . . .
● Stands out,
● Grabs their attention
● Piques their interest
● Appeals to their current desires.
● Makes them trust YOU
● And gives a solid reason to buy what you’re selling.
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FCI 112:
The Process >>>
(A Draft-by-Draft Copywriting
Walkthrough . . .on The Building
Blocks Of A Great Sales
Message)
To ensure your letter gets lots of sales,
You need to structure your message so it answers these 10
questions superbly well in your reader’s head:
1. What’s in it for me?
2. How is this unique?
3. How is it different from everything I’ve heard before?
4. How do I know if this is real?
5. How does it really work?
6. Why should I act now?
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7. Why should I trust you?
8. How can I get started?
9. Is it worth my time and money?
10. What do I have to LOSE if I don’t act now?
If you can internalize these questions,
And structure your letter so it addresses each one to the satisfaction
of your reader,
You’ll be getting really good results with your copy!
*

A small example of
How we can answer these 10 questions
1. What’s in it for me?
Now, you can earn a life-changing fortune trading little-known
penny stocks before the mainstream media starts talking about
them
2. How is this unique?
It’s a new proprietary Romanian trading software that reads the
stock market, picks up insider signals and tells you what stocks to
trade, when to buy… and when to sell...
3. Is it different from everything I’ve heard before?
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The answer to this question has already been provided in #2.
So what you do here is, you just expand a little and give your
reader more interesting detail on why this opportunity is so
exciting.
4. How do I know if this is real? Why Should I Believe YOU??
I know you’re wondering if this is real,
Just Like Charles Ikoku who had doubts when he first heard about
The Romanian Trading software …
But after his first 3-weeks using this software on his iPhone 12
Pro Max, he wrote to say…
“Testimonial here”
And then there’s Michelle,
A 54-year-old travel consultant who says…
“Testimonial”
But Charles and Michelle are NOT alone,
As you read through, you’ll meet everyday people like you who are
making a small fortune for themselves every month…
Thanks to the power of The new Romanian Trading Software.
Like Ronald, a business owner and investor whose last 5 attempts
to use a trading software only resulted in loss of money,
He decided to give our software a try and here’s what he had to
say after 1-week…
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“Testimonial”
That’s why BLOOMBERG calls it “The 8th wonder of wall street”
Forbes says “We’ve never seen anything like this, this software
levels the playing field for all traders”
And CNBC published a report in November saying:
“The Romanian Trading Software is changing lives fast…”
And today, it’s your turn…
In a minute, I’ll tell you how you can start using the Romanian
Software today, but first… ******
5. How does it work?
It’s a proprietary Romanian trading software that reads the stock
market between 10:30am - 11:15am,
Picks up insider signals
And tells you what stocks to trade,
When to buy… and when to sell…
It’s like robbing a bank legally.
6. Why should I trust you? (Do you have Skin in The Game??)
My name is Diego Javier, I’ve been trading stocks on Wall Street
for 11-years now…
I’ve traded stocks for JP Morgan, TESLA, APPLE and some of the
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biggest Fortune 500 companies today
In December 2019, The U.S Government invited me to Congress to
make a presentaion on xxxxxx
*
What you’re doing here is called establishing credibility.
You’re telling your reader why she should trust you.
So whenever you’re promoting an offer that involves an expert,
You have to establish credibility.
Because if the reader doesn’t trust the individual behind the
offer,
They won’t buy.
7. How can I get started?
To help you get started,
I’ll give you exclusive access to a special briefing that explains
how the Romanian Trading Software works,
In a minute, I’ll tell you why I’m doing this,
But first, here’s a glimpse of the valuable information you’ll find in
this Special briefing
*
8. Is it worth my time and money?
….. A
 nd when you consider the fact that a small $500 investment
through this proprietary software could return as much as $11,800
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You’ll begin to see why there’s never been a better time to trade
penny stocks…
9. Why should I act now?
*
Now, please understand….
You’re not under any obligation to join this program,
But if you’re interested in this, here’s a heads-up…
Once the newly-elected president of U.S.A is sworn in,
And he starts making new policies,
There’ll be some unprecedented changes in the Stock Market and
depending on what direction the market takes,
These trades may no longer be as profitable as they are today…
So if you get started now,
It wouldn’t be too soon >
*
NOTE: See how we’re not coming across as desperate???
*
10. What do I have to LOSE if I don’t act now?
An opportunity like this may never come your way again.
NOTE: You have to be careful when answering this question so
you don’t come across as desperate.
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If possible,
Tell your reader they don’t have to sign up if it doesn’t make
sense to them.
Push them away.
Tell them it’s not for everyone
And you’re only looking for a few folks ready to do the work.
The more you push them away,
The more they want to join because very often people chase
what moves away from them…. (especially when you’ve made
them want that thing bad enough…)
SIDE NOTE: If you read through this section again, you’ll notice
how I’m very specific with details…
EG:
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Notice how I’m not saying:
This software, or his phone.
Specificity engineers belief.
All things being equal, the more specific you can get,
The better your sales messages will convert >
The lesson is to avoid being vague or generic
Instead of saying:
“Many people don’t do x…”
Why NOT say…
“In 2020 alone, 45% of Nigerian men …..”
Catch my drift??
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Building Blocks of
A Great Sales Message
● Lead (Intro)
90% of the time, your lead is powered 2 things:
The big idea behind your message ( I’ve explained this in the Big
idea Blueprint, one of the bonuses you got when you signed up
for the FCI offer..)
And the primary promise you’re making to your prospect.
(More on this shortly)
● Discovery Story
Your background story… and how you discovered what you’re
proposing to your prospect…)
● Your Unique Mechanism
What’s the unique piece, part, component, aspect, process,
recipe. . . in your product that delivers the primary promise you’re
making to your prospect?
● The Proof Section
Testimonials {Video + text + Screenshots} ,
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Case Studies,
Third-party Quotes etc)
● Introduce your product
● Your Pitch
● The Offer Section
● Close (Call to Action)
● FAQs - Frequently Asked Questions
(Optional… But I advice you to use it)
*
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The Lead
"When it comes to writing breakthrough copy, the lead is, by far, the
most important part. Learn how to Write Great Copy and all your
promotions will perform extremely well."
- Mark Ford, Veteran Copywriter.
What is a lead?
The lead is the first 350 - 800 words of your marketing message
The goal of the lead is to:
Get the prospect intrigued and excited emotionally, and make them
want to continue reading or watching with a high level of anticipation.
On that basis,
If you don’t get your lead right,
Your entire copy will flop.
Your Lead contains your headline, and the first ⅓ or ¼ or ¼ or 2/8 of
your message.
That is;
It is a fraction of your letter that introduces your reader to the body of
your message.
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And it is the very section of your copy that's designed to cast a spell
on your reader
It makes them forget about everything else and focus intently on what
you're telling them
It gives them that excitement that they're about to enter into a special
new world
A world where their number #1 goal is possible
A world where they feel understood
A world where they no longer have to worry about the very thing that
keeps them up at night and worried sick all day..
Which brings me to a very important point.
Your Lead has to be very very very very very very very compelling
Not just Interesting
But compelling (+emotionally)!
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You can't just throw a bunch of words together and say you have a
lead.
You must put a lot of thought into it… (from the perspective of being in
the shoes of your prospect…)
Think of it like this:
Your prospect is Bill Gates and you've been told he'll take the same
elevator you take on Monday at 10:00AM
Same floor!
And you have a few days to prepare your pitch
You'll have only 10-seconds to make a solid first impression
What will you do?
Bring your A game right?
Put a lot of thought into what you're going to say to make darn sure
your first impression is right on target and good enough for Bill to
invite you over to finish the conversation so he knows how to get
started on your thing?
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Are you following?
This is extremely important.
If you look at all the greatest sales letters ever written,
You'll notice they all have GREAT LEADS!
Bottomline:
The moment your reader sees the beginning of your lead…
They must come to their own conclusions that your letter is a MUST
READ!
If they don't feel that way
You're most likely not going to get their money at the end of the day
Why?
Chances are very high if they don't feel like you letter is a must-read
They won't even read long enough to see your offer… (which is one of
the major things that will make them buy what you're selling…)
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The same is true with webinars or VSLs.
Now, to help you understand this better,
Here's 7 Proven Lead Types used by some of the highest-paid
Copywriters alive...
1. The Secret Lead
2. The Story Lead
3. The Problem-Solution Lead
4. The Prediction Lead
5. The Big Promise Lead
6. The Offer Lead
7. The System Lead

(See examples below . . .)
Example of The Secret Lead
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Example of The Story Lead

Example of The Problem-Solution Lead
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Example of The Prediction Lead

Example of The Big Promise Lead
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Example of The Offer Lead

Example of The System Lead
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Now, please keep in mind:
Some leads are Direct Leads and some are Indirect.
And which you choose is dependent on who you're talking to.
In other words, how aware your prospects are of . . .
Their problem and the solutions out there,
Let me try to simplify this as best as I can
A Direct Lead talks about the product and the offer early
Why?
Because based on your market research,
You know your prospects are already aware of their problem,
They’re probably even aware that solutions exist…
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And they’re just looking for the best solution to that pressing problem
that keeps them worried all day.
Examples of Direct Leads:
● The Offer Lead
● The System Lead
● The Big Promise Lead
On the other hand,
An Indirect Lead does not talk about or introduce the product or the
offer early (because your prospect probably doesn’t even know she
had a problem…)
Eg: The story lead.
Now, when I talk about, " How aware are your prospects?"
What I'm referring to is something commonly known as the
Prospect Awareness Level.
It was first popularized many moons ago by legendary direct
response copywriter, Eugene Schwartz.
Here's the simple way to understand this:
The less your prospects know about their problem, the
different solutions out there, your solution, your company,
etc...
The more indirect you need to be in your lead.
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NOTE: This was an indirect lead for a Copywriting offer.
And the more your prospects know about their problem, the
different solutions out there, your solution, your company,
etc...
The more direct you can be in your lead.
For example:
The Offer Lead is the most direct Lead-Type...
Hence, most appropriate for the prospects "most aware".
Here’s a small example:
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And The S
 tory Lead is the least direct (or most indirect)...
hence, most appropriate for the prospects "least aware".
So, the 7 lead types fall somewhere on a scale of Direct to
Indirect, based on how quickly they introduce the product and
offer.
Make sense?
Yes?
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Great.
Now,
After researching your market,
Identifying which lead type works best for your target audience,
The next thing is to:
Anticipate possible objections from your prospect... and then decide
how best you’ll address or overcome those objections in your
message.
Step 1:
List out all the possible objections a prospect could have upon reading
your message
Step 2:
Organize the objections into a proper story arc or flow…
Step 3:
They turn those objections into benefit-driven subheads…
Step 4:
Then fill-in the copy in-between the subheads...
That's it.
*
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I want you to take this very seriously
It is one of the most important elements of influence, persuasion and
great Copywriting.
First impressions may not matter to you
But when you're thinking about writing copy that sells like crazy
You MUST obey the law of first impressions.
And it begins first, NOT with what you want to write
But with knowing how you want your reader to feel…
I REPEAT!
Not what you want to write
But….
WHAT YOU WANT YOUR READER TO FEEL
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How you want them to react emotionally!
The kind of emotional response you want from your reader the
moment they see the first few words of your copy!
● Do you want them excited?
● Do you want them madly curious?
● Do you want them so afraid, they won't even dare leave that page
until they've resolved the conflict you planted in their head?
● Do you want them to keep reading and nodding in agreement?
● Do you want them to feel a rush of dopamine that makes them
embrace your message even before reading it?
● Do you want them to say…
"Mtschwww, nothing exciting here, nothing new… it's not worth my
time" ?
(Of course not, that’s not how you want them to feel… except
there's something seriously wrong with you)
So here's the trick
From everything you know about your reader (whom you must now
know like the back of your palm after doing your research)...
First:
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Decide how you want your reader to feel and react
Then:
Fill in the blanks with the exact choice of words that will spark the
reaction you're looking for.
Also:
Whatever your choice of words,
Keep the law of simplicity in mind
The worst thing you can do is to start off by saying something your
reader will struggle to understand.
No Bueno!
More:
Before you send out your copy
Ask yourself again and again and again….
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Will my reader be compelled to read any further after seeing these first
few lines…?
If your answer is NO
You need to keep tweaking until you have something so compelling
(and so simple to understand >)
You just know it in your guts that your reader will want to read further
after seeing your intro.
*
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13 Almost Secret Ways to Write
Killer Headlines That Sell Like CRAZY!
Before we get into the meat of it, I need you to understand . .

The 4 Critical Rules Of Writing GREAT Headlines

First ,

To make a headline work, you have to make it specific enough to be
intriguing but vague enough to provoke curiosity.

The purpose of the headline is not to sell the prospect – it is to
capture his attention and engage him in the selling process.

Second,

A Powerful headline seeks to establish a relationship with the
reader from the get-go by hitting an emotional button...

Third,

A powerful headline delivers a complete message wrapped up
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in one BIG Powerful IDEA that is easily understandable...

Fourth,

One very important piece of the headline puzzle is that for
your headline to work superbly well.....

It has to grab attention, provoke curiosity and force (or intrigue)
your reader to read the next line....

If your headline doesn't do this, it has failed... and essentially, your
promotion will pass like.... A Black Ship in the Night!

No one will read your sales letter.

And therefore no one will buy.

Okay, we are now getting into the heart of the matter....

Following are 13 frequently-used types of headlines.

Any great sales letter you pick up and read today uses at least one of
these headline-formulas. As you read on, you may recognize some:
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13 Tested Formulas For Writing
Headlines That Sell Like Crazy!
ONE: The "How To…" headline. (Most popular, Works almost
Every Time)

EXAMPLES:

● "How to End Your Money Problems in 2021"
● "How to Win Friends and Influence People"
● "How to get $395 back for every $1 the Government steals from
you
● "How a fool idea made a stupid mechanic $96,576 richer in 61
days!
● "How to have better sex at any age, even if you don't deserve it!"

TWO: Use words that portray a new, original, and very unusual idea!

EXAMPLES:

● "The Greatest Innovation in Tech history (Silicon valley
predicts6.5Billion devices will depend on it in 2026, ......And early
investors stand a chance to reap a $764,000 fortune in the
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process as growth increases 51% this week"
● "There's a New Railroad Across America ..... and it's Making
Some people very Rich!"
● "Napoleon's military spies discover The Spanish Army's Secret
for ROBUST HEART HEALTH! ( Find out What it is..... And how to
get some for yourself!")
*
THREE: Ask an Intriguing Question:

EXAMPLES:

● "Do you make these mistakes when having Sex on the first
Date?"
● "Did our Creator encode a Corona-virus cure on the 589th page
of the Christian Bible?"
● "Are you unknowingly increasing your chances of PROSTATE
CANCER by eating this deadly food every day?!"
*

FOUR: The personal story Headline:

EXAMPLES:
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● "They Laughed When I Sat Down to Play the Piano … But When I
Started to Play"
● After making $88,765 in 10-hours, World's most aggressive
investor says..... THIS IS BY FAR THE EASIEST MONEY I EVER
MADE!"
● "Boat captain Navigates rough waters, Finds Copywriting
Success at Last!"
● How I infiltrated the CIA.... And Walked Away with Top-Secret
Information that will STUN Americans who are considering
voting Trump for the second time !"
*
FIVE: Question The Status Quo, VIOLATE EXPECTATIONS.

EXAMPLES:
● "I Have Not Had A Glass Of Water In 20-Years"
● "How To Make Anyone Do Anything You Mentally Command,
With Your Mind Alone"
● "Burn Disease Out Of Your Body Using Just The Back Of Your
Palm"
● "How The French Live 43% Longer Than Everyone Else Even If
They Smoke Like Chimney And Drink Like Fish"
● "EAT Bread And Pineapple To Lose Weight"
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*

SIX: Promise The BIG Benefit Of Your Product Or The End Result!

EXAMPLES:
● "How To Use Knowledge You Already Have To Make An Extra
$780 Per Week, Working Just 49-Minutes A Day"
● "How To Start From Scratch And Become An Affiliate Millionaire
In 9-Months Or Less (Just Follow These 7 Simple Steps
Everyday)"
● "How To Sell To More People In One Day Than You Could
Possibly Meet In One Year"
● "New Shampoo Leaves Your Hair Smoother.... Easier To
Manage!"

*
SEVEN: The Testimonial Headline.
Probably one of the easiest headlines to write … and very
powerful too, when done right!

EXAMPLES:
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● "I Bought A Property In Nevada For Just $9,750 And Sold It For
$75,850 In Under 2 Years."
● "How A Fool Stunt Made Me A Million-Dollar Sales Man"
● "How I Raised Myself From Failure At 36 To Become A $176,000
Per Week Success"
● " I Couldn't Believe My Eyes When I Stepped Inside Disney World
And Neither Will You!"

EIGHT: Tell A Captivating Story (Who Doesn't Love A Bloody Good
Story?)

EXAMPLES:
● "How A Crippled Golfer From The Streets Of Rome Consistently
Humiliates The PGA Pros In Front Of Teenagers And Petite
Women"
● "The Greatest Story Ever Told About Sex"
● "Boy Eats Own Head At Superbowl LVIII"
● "The Untold Story Of How 14th Century Egyptians Invested With
A Return Rate Of 98% Every Single Time!"

*
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NINE: The BOLD Guarantee Headline.

EXAMPLES:

● "Speak Spanish Like A Diplomat In 30 Days Or Your Money
Back!"
● "Send Me To Any City In The United States, Take Away My Wallet,
Give Me $100 And In 72-Hours, I'll Buy You An Excellent Piece Of
Real Estate Using None Of My Own Money!"
● "If This Swedish Serum Doesn't Give You A Glowing Skin In
45-Days, Don't Pay Anything. Just Send Back The Container"
TEN: Simplify it, Hit The Nail On the Head (Instant Gratification)

EXAMPLES:

● Hate To Write, But Still Want To Make $10,000 A Month From
Writing? Then Check Out This One-Minute Work Week
Technique!
● "In Just 22 Minutes And 17 Seconds, You Can Learn For FREE
What 400 Privileged `Elite' Golfers Will Pay Thousands Of Dollars
To See This Year...And NO Other Golfers Will Ever Hear About!"
● "Melt Away Up To 45-Pounds In 3 Short Weeks, With Zero
Dieting, No Pills, No Exercise....."
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ELEVEN: Play The Controversy Card!

EXAMPLES:
● "Please Take The Next 5 Minutes To Read This Letter. It Could
Be A Matter Of Life Or Death For You Or Your Loved Ones"
● "Award Winning Bollywood Actress Swears Under Oath Her New
Perfume Doesn't Contain Any Illegal Stimulant"
● "Egyptian Weight-Loss Plan Banned From Facebook, Amazon
And YouTube, Yet, A Growing Number Of Men And Women Over
30 Swear This Is The Only Thing That Helped Them Lose Weight
Without Pain"
● "China's Deadly Revenge Against Americans ..... If You're Over 50
As Of 2020, And You Have A Family, You Need To Protect
Yourself And Your Kids Now!"
*

TWELVE: Go For EGO!

EXAMPLES:
● "How To Use Diabolical Positioning To EAT Your Competition
Alive, Dominate Your Market And Be The Number One Solution
For Prospects"
● "IMAGINE Being Such A Great Lover Women Can See It In Your
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Eyes!"
● "If You're A Writer And You're Not Making $10,000 -$65,000 A
Month, You Are Not In The Top 1%"

*

THIRTEEN: Play The Urgency Card!

This Works Superbly Well In The Financial And Investment
Niches)

EXAMPLES:
● "TAKE ACTION BEFORE December 31st.... And Watch The Secret
$50 Marijuana Blueprint Turn A Single $50 Into A Massive
Fortune!
● "ENDS AT 12:00 MIDNIGHT, JUNE 26TH: Thanks To A
Little-Known Treasury Bill Contract, Nigerians Born After 1980
Can Now Collect Up To N650,000 From Petroleum Windfalls"
● "An Urgent Message From A Blacklisted Scientist: There's A Cure
For Cancer, But The Government, Big Pharma And Mainstream
Media Are Doing Everything To Make Sure You Never Find Out"

**
**
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Whew!
You made it eh?

Now, Here's a little trick for ya....

One way you can make your headline writing process as effective as
possible is to write at least 4 headlines using any of the 13 techniques
above

4 times 13 equals 52.

That's 52 headlines to choose from.

Not bad right?

NEXT!
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Six Simple Ways to Start Any Sales Message OR
Webinar Script . . . Or Video Sales Letter
The first, and by far…. The most popular way to start a sales message
is to...

Start by making a BIG promise of transformation.

Example:

Dear friend

Today, I’m going to show u how to use 2-hours of your time on
LinkedIn to make at least $680,000 every year

Starting with just two things:

● Your Twitter bio
● The $13 Spare-time Income generator

Next
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Start by telling an interesting story

Example:

Dear reader:

The story you're about to read will make you angry.. and rightly so.

In the summer of 1941,

Adolf Hitler carried out a suspicious health experiment in a secret
Nazi lab
***

Next.

Start by saying something that goes against the status quo or what
the majority believe to be true

Example:

Dear friend,
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I wish someone had told me this 5-years ago after I lost my banking
job

There’s no such thing as making money

Here's why:

Bla blah blaaaah
***

Next.
Start by saying something the majority of your target
audience already agrees with (this breaks down buyer
resistance)

Example:

Dear reader,

We're now living under the most uncertain times in the entire history
of this country
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And the annoying thing is*

Next.
Start by revealing a shocking life-changing discovery, the
results of which could bring massive benefits to your prospect

Example:

Dear friend,

After 19-years of silence...

A blacklisted Wall street banker has just revealed a life-changing $6
trade secret. But the mainstream media is trying to keep it from you..

Early investors could reap a $347,000 fortune starting with just a
handful of pocket change
***

And finally:
Start by asking an intriguing question (The more intriguing
and rhetorical your question is, the better. . )
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Example:

Dear reader,

Have you ever wondered what your woman says behind your back?

If you answered yes...

What you're about to read will make you angry

And forever alter the way you think about sex, women... and loyalty.
***

There you have it.

Now, for context:

Please understand that how you start your sales message depends on
what you’re promoting.

And whatever approach you choose,
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It is extremely important that you tie it in with the rest of your sales
letter so it makes sense to your reader.

Every paragraph leading her on..

Gently,

Never hurried,

Leading her down a slippery slope where she keeps nodding in
favorable agreement . .

Completely hypnotized by the BIG promise of transformation in her
life...

Until, eventually....

She sees your irresistible offer and embraces it like she would HUG a
long lost friend.

Got it?

One MORE thing:
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Your sales message will be 10x more powerful and profitable when at
First, it doesn’t seem like you’re trying to sell anything.

Eg:

On the 27th of November, 92 Senators will secretly VETO a
hate-speech bill that takes away your freedom of speech..

I am risking my life publishing this online.

OR. . .

What I’m about to show you can mean the difference between 2
embarrassing minutes of sex

And 35-minutes of the best sex you ever had.
*

Got it?
*
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How to Hold Your Reader's Attention . . .
(After getting their favourable attention)
I'll try to keep this as simple as possible.
We've established that the most important thing is to get quality
attention
The favourable attention of your prospect
But the question is…
Once you have their attention,
How do you hold it?
How do you keep them interested and glued to your message?
Getting attention is easy.
Holding it long enough to get the sale is where the work really is.
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On that basis, here's...
How to hold attention
[Using Hooks at every Quarter or Semi-quarter of your message.]
There's about 5 different places you can use hooks in your message
to hold your reader's attention and keep them interested.
● At the beginning. (⅕)
● In the body (⅖)
● In the middle (⅗)
● Right before you transition into your sales pitch… (⅘)
● After your sales pitch and offer presentation, just before you
mention your price and close the sale.. (5/5)
Now… of course…
This is NOT written in stone.
It's your prerogative as a Copywriter or marketer to use hooks and
open loops where you deem fit
As you get better..
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You'll probably use less or more hooks + opens loops
Depending on how best you think your message should be structured
for what you're selling.
So what is a hook?
A hook is simply something interesting you DELIBERATELY say
anywhere in your message to make your reader curious and keep
them reading or watching with a keen level of interest
Eg:
[HOOK AT THE BEGINNING]
My client's wife Embarrassed herself in my room last night…
You'll think I'm an idiot but once I show you pictures and videos
You'll understand why I have nothing to lose ...
And what you can do to avoid stories that touch.
At least, you won't say I didn't warn you..
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But before I say anything else..
(Hooked at the beginning)
[HOOK] in the body (⅖)
Now, I know you're wondering how this Big idea Formula works and
you're probably thinking it won't work for your kind of business
Don't worry...
Very shortly, I'll show you a Blue graph (The hook) so you see for
yourself just how easy the big idea formula is to implement
And how...
If you can make one simple tweak I'll show you in the next 96-hours…
You can easily land an additional 10 new orders from an overlooked
section of your Market I'll show you…
But first…
A raw disclaimer…
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Please understand:
You have to do your part
If you're not willing to put in the work…
Please don't bother reading any further.
However… if you're willing to take the Bull by the horn… I want to show
you something that will blow your mind
It's that blue graph (hook reframed) I told you about earlier..
Bla bla bla….
****
Are you following?
[HOOK] In the middle (⅗)
I know this sounds too good to be true..
But as you read on…
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You'll hear from folks like Rasheeda, Michael, Funmi, Erioluwa,
Ogochukwu, Dorcas and many more who… at first, didn't think this
simple formula would work for their kind of business…
But after the first 96-hours alone
They all experienced their biggest breakthrough and have not looked
back since then...
You'll hear from them in a minute,
But before I introduce you to these folks (The Hook)
Let me re-emphasize what I said earlier…
You don't need any kind of marketing experience to make this work for
your business
All you have to do is copy this simple formula and make one tweak
That's it
Nothing more
And the results will marvel you
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For example, take Rasheeda, who started a publishing business in
October 2020
At first, she …..
*
[HOOK] Right before you transition into your sales pitch… (⅘)
In a minute, I'll tell you how to get access to all 10 videos as promised
But first..
*
[HOOK] After your sales pitch and offer presentation, just before you
mention your price and close the sale.. (5/5)
So how much should you invest in this program?
Wait until you see the price (The hook)
You'll probably think I've lost my mind…
And maybe I have…
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But before we get into that,
There's something else I want to send you absolutely free
Exclusively through this special offer…
Free bonus #1
Free bonus #2
Free bonus #3
[HOOK LIFTED.]
Now, even though I could easily charge 40k for this
Your investment today is only a fraction of that…
So, instead of paying the 40k others have paid for this program
You pay only 10k
Why?
Because this is a black friday offer
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And as such…
****
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Discovery Story!
Your Background story… and how you
discovered what you’re proposing to your
prospect >
This is where you tell your reader about your journey…

Your struggle…

And how you discovered this amazing thing you’re talking about…

Example:
I'll never forget standing there like a big fool
Right there in his office, in the midst of my fellow students....
My project supervisor told me I was DULL and empty headed.
My fellow course mates heard him . . .
And of course . . .
They Laughed At Me!
Simply because I made a little mistake in Chapter II of my final year
project (Geometric analysis of Population Growth in Nigeria)
As an introvert, this was a very embarrassing moment for me
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But I wonder what My project Supervisor will say now when he realizes
I Now make 3x his Monthly Salary
From a single letter that didn't take me more than 3-hours to write.
Which brings me to a very important point I want to make:
Look,
The ability to use words to make people take money out of their
pockets and put it in yours is by far .....
The Most Wonderful Money-making Skill you Could Ever hope to
Acquire.....
*

See how I keep the story short, simple and relatable and then quickly
bring it back to my reader??

Please NOTE: Sometimes, you can actually start your sales message
with your discovery story (especially when you’re selling to a COLD
audience…. People just hearing about you for the first time)

Next > > >
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Your Unique Mechanism
What’s the unique piece, part, component, aspect,
process, recipe. . . in your product that delivers the
primary promise you’re making to your prospect?
Once you understand who your prospect is…

What their pain point(s) are…

And what kind of solutions they’ve tried in the past…

The next thing is:

You need to differentiate what you’re selling them…from any other
stuff they’d previously tried…

And that’s what a good Unique Mechanism does:

It explains the REAL reason the prospect has failed to reach their
desired outcome in the past…

Then it shows them a
 n amazing way to fix their pain point going
forward…
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And this solution always happens to be tied to whatever product or
service you’re selling.

The reason Unique mechanisms are so vital is because they create a
paradigm shift…

They get a prospect who may have tried numerous other products
unsuccessfully…

To feel a new sense of hope that maybe this time,

With the unique mechanism behind your product….

They’ll finally get their desired outcome.

Unique mechanisms make it super easy for your prospect to say yes
to what you’re offering them. (assuming of course, that you have a
solid offer…)
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The Proof Section
Testimonials {Video + text + Screenshots}, Case
Studies, Third-party Quotes etc
This is where you show your prospect that you’re not just blowing hot
air…

And it’s very easy when you have testimonials, case studies and
third-party quotes to support your message.

All you have to do is plug them in strategic places on your page for
maximum impact.

Sometimes, you can put everything at the end of your message

Sometimes, you can put some testimonials at the top of your
message…

Use third-party quotes in the body of your message,

And then a case-study just before you present your offer.
*
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Transitioning into Your Pitch
And Introducing your product
Here’s a small example of how you Transition into your Sales Pitch . .
*
Now, before we get to the specifics
There's a very important point I want to make.
This is not a get-rich overnight scheme.
Yes, you can make good money, but you have to be willing and ready
to put in a few hours of serious work every day…
If this doesn't appeal to you, please stop reading right here.
But if you're ready to learn a financially valuable skill that can pay you
up to $36,000 a year… (upwards of N13Million)...
Then get excited, because…
You're about to enter a very special world
One that gives you.....
The Freedom and BIG Earning Capacity you Need to Do The Things
You Really Love…
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To live life at your terms, and by your rules, in control of your time and
earning capacity.... working just a few hours a day, writing simple
letters and getting paid very well to do it.
Yet, you'll be making more money than most Bankers, Doctors and
Lawyers who work round the clock.
The new program we've created is designed to show you exactly how
you can get started today… and in a few weeks...
Land your first premium client in the $2.3Trillion Letter Writing
industry that a lot of people don't even know about.
You'll also get some very special quick start bonuses you'll only see
through today's invitation
This new program is called:
The Foreign Copywriting Initiative!
And here's what you get inside:

*
See how simple these things are??
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The Offer Section
After your lead, this is the second most important section of your
Sales message.
And if you fail to present your offer effectively,
You’ll lose a lot of sales.
Here’s how to think about offers…
What most entrepreneurs, marketers, and copywriters don't fully
understand, is your offer... and the presentation of your offer...
goes beyond your product and the bonuses
It's all about “HOW” you’re presenting an offer that is so
loaded with benefits and value,
It makes it more difficult for the prospect to say no than to say yes.
The value and benefits of your offer is really what you're marketing
and selling your prospect on.
Here's what I mean by the whole offer:
● The benefits of the product itself
● The benefits of the guarantee
● The benefits of how quick they get everything
● The benefits of the pricing and payment terms
● The benefits of the whole package
The whole process builds-up the value of the offer to make the
price feel insignificant compared to all the benefits the prospect
can experience.
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And then you trivialize the price so it looks like an insane
bargain for your reader.
And remember:
If you’re telling your reader there’s a deadline
There has to be an actual deadline
After the said date, that page should no longer be available
It should have a message that says something to the effect of:
“ Sorry, The XYZ offer is no longer available, but if you’re interested in
Q,or D or F, get more information here.”
So when the prospect visits your page after the deadline
They know you mean business
And as such, the next time you tell them there’s a deadline,
They’ll take you seriously
Many people make the mistake of using a countdown timer
Then, the time elapses
And the countdown timer is still there showing 00-00-00
Makes you look like a scummy human being
Avoid it entirely.
*
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Closing The Sale (Call to Action)
I said earlier that If you’re not careful,

You can ruin your entire sales pitch/message with a poor close.

Many Copywriters are too desperate for the sale,

It shows in their close.

What you want to do, is avoid using the common guilt-tripping
techniques to practically force or bully your prospect into buying

I don’t do any of that crap and I still make millions for myself, my
partners and my clients.

You can close by simply saying something to the effect of:
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*

Look at this close (Might seem emotionally compelling, but notice the
glaring display of desperation to get the sale….)
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Stuff like that can cost you sales.

*
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Copy angles
This is almost as important as the big idea behind your message.
It's not the big idea (remember I’ve explained this in the Big Idea
Blueprint >>>)
But it's almost as important.
Let me explain:
You can have a very compelling big idea,
But if you don't present it from the right angle
You'll most likely "hit and miss"
No bueno.
So here's the thing:
Once you have a solid big idea.
The next thing you should do is…
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Find the best possible angle from which you can present your big idea
for maximum impact.
Here's an example using the Original Sales copy for the Foreign
Copywriting Initiative
It starts like this:
***While the world is on Lockdown and Social distancing becomes the
Norm…You can now
Get paid $3,000 per Month writing GoodNews From Home.
Thanks to what's Happening in the current economy and the March
20th Announcement by the CBN Governor.
****
The big idea is , as you might guess…
Making good money writing from home (or anywhere in the world)
But the angle…
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The way the big idea is presented
Is through the current social mood
As in
What's happening NOW.
In my opinion,
This is the most effective angle to sell anything
If you can somehow wrap your big idea around a significant event or
phenomenon happening right now
You'll hardly be a victim of what we Copywriters call “hit and miss”
But this requires tact
Not all significant events are worth leveraging.
Eg: The death of a famous person
Or The loss of many lives
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Like a tragic event.
A popular Nigerian Marketer tried to market an offer off the death of
Kobe Bryant.
It backfired.
People called for his head.
And it took a while before that stain washed off
Even then
People will usually remember him as the guy who tried to take
advantage of their emotions and sell them something when they were
mourning or when the world was morning.
Not good.
More:
This concept of wrapping your big idea around the current social
mood (Or a major event happening now that directly or indirectly
affects your prospect's life) is called:
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Zeitgeist Copywriting/Marketing
It's used mostly in the Financial Market.
But you can also use it in markets like:
Health
Big idea: Fertilizer for your Brain
Copy angle: Us vs Them.
*
The FDA just published a damning report showing that, so far in 2020,
Big Pharma has made $8.6Billion selling (x, y, z …) pills for the brain.
But that's not the problem.
The real problem is:
7 in 10 people who take these pills end up being diagnosed with
Alzheimer's.
Which means:
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The Big Pharma cartel gets richer and richer while innocent Nigerians
suffer from a sickness they could have avoided easily but they knew
better.
Now:
If you're not sure what Alzheimer's is and why it's a sickness you won't
even wish on your enemy
I'll tell you in a minute.
But first
The big question is:
How do you ensure you have a sound memory in old age without
falling into the deadly Alzheimer's trap???
The answer is simple:
FERTILIZER FOR YOUR BRAIN.
****
The angle here is: Beware of Big Pharma, These Greedy Bastards are
coming for your mental health.
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Put differently:
(The Pharmaceutical industry is selling you drugs they know will make
you sick just so you can buy more drugs and pay more medical bills
In fact, if you're sick, it's most likely because of a drug you took in the
past or recently)
This is an angle borne out of recent news about the insane amount of
money big pharma is making off people's sickness.
So you can leverage it.
But do it with tact.
Avoid making it look like you're painting these guys bad so you can
sell your own stuff.
A small example:
*
Now, please understand
I'm not saying you shouldn't take these pills
You can, if you want to
But at least,
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Now you know the consequences
However,
If you really want to improve your memory,
Doesn't it make sense to go 100% natural?
Without risking your mental health in the process??
If you answered yes
Then you're absolutely going to love {X product}....
****
Real estate
Big idea: Own a property in VGC Even if you're not a millionaire.
Angle: The economy is melting,
*
Many property owners in VGC are selling their "once very expensive"
properties at a steal price. You may never have an opportunity like this
again.
***
Travel (international living…)
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Big idea: Get a Second Passport, Travel outside Nigeria with your
family whenever you like, with zero restrictions.
Angle: Nigeria is on the brink of war.
*
Soon, the government will place a travel ban on Nigerians.
Only those who have a second passport will be able to leave.
*****
Do you see the logic behind Copy angles?
Once you've decided the best angle from which to present your big
idea
The next thing is:
Make sure everything you write or say in support of your big idea is
said from that angle.
Directly or indirectly.
*
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TRANSI-TION-ING
Don't let this 13-letter word confuse you
Transitioning simply means:
Okay buddy, having said X, Here's what's next...
It's you leading your reader from ...
Point A to B .. to C ... to ... D to .. E to ... F
Connecting the dots (So they understand what you’re saying)
Leading your reader on
Gently, never hurried
Until you reach your close.
That is, the final part of your message where you longer need to
transition anymore.
What this means is:
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Contrary to popular belief,
99% of the time,
Transitioning doesn't just happen once in your message
It happens several times throughout your message
Said differently:
It's how you join the different building blocks or parts of your
message.
A Little digression:
Remember what the different building blocks of a sales message are?
● *Your lead (which very often includes your headline )
● *Your story (How you discovered this wonderful opportunity)
● *Proof that it's working for others right now (and that it will work
for your prospect….)
● *Credibility elements ( Who the hell are you? Do you have enough
skin in the game for me to Trust you with my money?)
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● *Why is your thing different from what they've seen before?
● *The benefits of what you're selling
● *How will it change my life?
● *How much is it?
● *Why are you selling at such a low/high price?
● *Why should I buy it now?
*
And so on.
NOTE: Don't forget, Your building blocks depend mostly on:
How you (the Copywriter) wants to structure the message
Now…
Once you have your building blocks in place …
The next thing is:
How do I connect these building blocks so my message has the
desired impact on my reader?
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The answer is simple:
I'll give you an example:
Lead:
How to get your Canadian visa approved without bowing to Satan or
getting scammed.
Dear X,
I want to show you 4 simple steps to getting your Canadian visa
application approved in half the time it takes most Nigerians who
apply.
Best part?
You don't need to bribe anybody
You don't need to give any agency or agent money
You don't need to bow to anybody or sell your soul to Satan (whatever
that means)
Using what I'll show you,
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You can do everything yourself
Everything!
These are the same steps I followed
The same steps over 300 Nigerians now in Canada followed this
year…
So you can be sure you're on the right track.
In a moment, I'll give you all the details,
Including special access to a 4-part video series that breaks down
everything for you..
But first..
*(TRANSITION POINT 1)*
Here's why there's never been a better time to process your Canadian
Visa
On Monday, October 17, Canada's prime minister went to TV to
announce…..
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Bla bla bla
Which means…
The restrictions on immigration are at an all time low
And it's now 3x easier to get your canada visa approved
Yet, 7 in 10 Nigerians who apply for Canadian visa are rejected
Why?
Simply this:
They're doing it the old way.
But once you understand how to process your application using the
simple 4 step process I'll show you
Your Canadian visa is as good as approved
Even if you've tried 7 times without success
Take Michael for example
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*(TRANSITION POINT 2)*
He'd been trying to get into Canada for 6 years now
No success.
Until he took what I showed him and made another attempt:
A few weeks ago,
He wrote to say:
XxxxxxxxxxX
……

And there's Erioluwa…
XxxxxxxxxxX
But Michael and Erioluwa are not alone
There's Ada, Funmilayo, Ogo and hundreds of Nigerians like you who
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XxxxxxxxxxX
*
*
And today, it's your turn.
To help you get started
*(TRANSITION POINT 3)*
Here's 4 simple steps to get your Canada visa approved in 7months or
less
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
All you have to do is follow the above 4 steps as I outlined them
Just that.
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Nothing more.
Nothing less.
And the results will marvel you.
Now, maybe you fear you'll be stuck somewhere and you'll want to ask
me a few questions for clarity sake
I understand.
And that's why
*(TRANSITION POINT 4)*
I'd love to invite you to join my N
 aija to Canada Group on Facebook
….
….
*
Now…
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What I want you to do is
Pay attention to the words before and after the transition points
You'll notice how they are designed to pave way for a seamless
transition
Also
Keep in mind:
The number of TRANSITION POINTS you have in your message
depends on how you want to structure your message
Some messages have only 2 TRANSITION POINTS
Some have 3
Some have only 1
Some have 5
Some 6
Some sales messages are so direct,
They don't even have a transition point.
*
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FCI 113:
How to Write Engaging Ad Copy, Video
Sales Letters (VSLs) And Webinar Scripts
That Convert!
Before we start, have you noticed how I’ve been trying to space my
work to make it easy for you to read?
That’s an important rule to keep in mind.
Spacing your work is important.
Also, avoid using big grammar.
Use simple words that are easy to understand.
Onward >>>

Writing Ad Copy
How to write solid ad copy for Facebook, Instagram, Twitter…
The first thing you need to understand is…
All of these platforms have their unique language.
Facebook,
Touching stories, comedy (entertainment) etc
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Twitter:
Teaching (educational content), Interesting news… etc
Instagram
High-quality photos (especially lifestyle photos…)
Inspirational stuff.
*
So t o capture the attention of your prospect on any of these platforms
You have to speak the native language of the platform in Question
My model is:
Your ad on Facebook should look like the regular FB status Update
(Took me a while to learn this)
Your ad on Twitter should look like the usual Interesting tweet that
holds people's attention and sucks them in…
And your ad on Instagram???
It had to look like the usual stuff your prospect engages with on their
feed.
Why's this important???
It's simple.
When you do things this way,
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It's a lot easier for your prospect to engage with your content
Why?
Because even though it says "sponsored" …
The fact that i t doesn't even look like an ad puts them at ease and of
your ad is well written….
They don't even realise they're reading an ad until you ask them to
click your link or until they get to your website.
Now, of course…
They're certain things you cannot say in your ad.. (especially on
Facebook…)
You can't make monetary claims
You can't use derogatory remarks
You can't promise people anything (99% of the time…)
And so on.
And you don't have to.
Because the point of your ad is to get the click,
To take them from Facebook to your website (landing page) or your
WhatsApp Messenger.. etc
The problem with most ad copy is they're trying to get the sale on
Facebook
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So they want to make all the promises right there on Facebook
No bueno.
Tell a story
Or give value
Or do both...
Then invite them to take the next step.
Which is of course,
Going to your landing page.
Here's an example of a recent ad I ran…
Note how it looks (to a very large extent….) like your usual Facebook
status Update.
*
*
*
They sent me a text message saying my services were no longer
required…
No queries.
No meeting.
No compensation.
No explanations.
Nothing.
I didn't have connections so I couldn't make noise
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Heck, if I had connections,
They wouldn't have laid me off.
It was a banking job and I was earning an average of N20k every
month.
Some months, my pay was N400.00 (Four hundred Naira …)
If you're a marketer working in a bank,
You'll understand.
Anyway, I got home that Tuesday night and I thought long and hard
about my life.
What's the way forward?
1. The easy path:
Continue job hunting while staying in my father's house (nothing
wrong with that)
Probably get lucky after 6 months and I'll land a N100k /month job.
2. The hard path:
If I took the next 90-days to learn a financially valuable skill,
That's put me in control of my time, life and finance,
I could be making 5x that 100k every month.
I knew I was going to be broke for a while if I took this path…
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But, after seeing hell as a banker
The insults
The pressure
The funny salary
And some really dirty stuff I won't mention here
The idea of controlling my time and my earning capacity suddenly
started appealing to me more than the 9-5 life I thought I wanted
So I picked the hard path.
And it was during this time I discovered a high-income skill called
Copywriting.
I took the next 90-days to learn as much as I could about this skill.
Took me a while to master it,
But it was more than worth it.
My current fee for a Copywriting project is $3,000.
I'll leave you to do the math,
But here's the thing fam...
I'm not going to lie and tell you that if you learn Copywriting,
Money miracles will happen overnight.
That's not true.
It took me a while to get to where I am today.
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I worked my ass off.
Like a mad man.
I practically gave up everything for Copywriting…
A huge gamble that paid off.
But here's what I can tell you
If you master this skill (I didn't say learn… I said master…)
You will never lack money.
Ever.
And if you're interested in learning Copywriting,
Start with these books:
● The Boron Letters by Gary Halbert,
● The Robert Collier Letter Book by Robert Collier,
● Scientific Advertising by Claude Hopkins
These books are free on the internet.
● Google them.
● Download them.
● Study them.
● Practice HARD!
(As if your life depends on it, because it does!)
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● Implement what you learn.
● Be consistent.
Nothing will happen overnight,
But if you're serious,
You could look back 3 months from now with a smile on your face
enjoying the writer's life.
And the good thing is:
There are many ways to monetize Copywriting
1: You can sell it as a skill to business owners.
Some beginners charge between N100k - N300k per project
The more experienced Copywriters charge more….
Between N500k - N1M and above.
The better you get,
The more you can charge.
2: You can use it to sell your own products online
3: You can use it to promote other people's products and get as much
as 50% from every sale that comes thru you
It's called affiliate marketing.
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All you have to do is find quality products and "recommend" them to
people who want/need them
You can even do this with your WhatsApp status.
One of my proteges does over a million naira every month as an
affiliate marketer.
There are other ways to monetize this high-income skill called
Copywriting.
But for now,
Just keep the above in mind.
The most important thing is knowing what to say,
And how to say it,
To make people buy what you're selling
And once you see just how much money this skill can put in your
pocket if you take it seriously
You'll wish you discovered it earlier.
So if you want to learn this skill,
Get to work.
Read those books I recommended earlier.
The Boron Letters
The Robert Collier Letter Book
Scientific Advertising
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Practice like a madman.
Implement like crazy.
This skill changed my life.
It can change yours.
Stay frosty.
Andy Mukolo.
P.S: If you need some personal guidance and expert advice (So you
can avoid trial and error…)
Get some help here

👇

LINK
*
*
*
Notice how 99% of the ad doesn't look like an ad???
The only trace of advertising is the call to action in my post-script
(P.S)
Even then…
It's so casual… so laid back…
My reader doesn't mind because the copy had a good story, and gave
out value too … before asking.
Never forget this:
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When it comes to creating advertising,
Especially in today's internet
Give before you ask.
The level of skepticism is so high,
You have to play the value-game to earn your reader's trust.
Now…
If you sell a service,
Your ad should give value.
Reveal a trade secret in your ad.
That is , give your prospect valuable information on how they can
solve a business or marketing problem right away.
Example O
 f How You can Do it.
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****
This is something they can easily try right away when they're running
their next ad.
They don't even have to crack their brain.
The idea was made simple.
Do it like this.
Finish.
That's how your ads should look if you sell a service.
Show your prospect that you have the tools and know-how by
demonstration.
Simplify what's usually complicated.
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Show them a glimpse of what you could do for them if they hired you.
Then invite them to work with you.
So on the FB ads tweet I shared earlier…
If I wanted to invite clients to work with me…
All I have to do is say something like:
If you need help getting better conversions and more sales with your FB
ads, You can send me a DM let's talk.
*
Alternatively, you can invite them to have a FREE 30-minute strategy
session with you.
*
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LIFT NOTES.
A lift note is content (mostly, it’s brief) that sends traffic to your sales
page
It’s designed to do one thing:
Get people curious enough to click the LINK.
NOTE: Whatever you do, don’t use clickbaits. Anything you’re saying in
your lift note must be an honest reflection of what you have on your
sales page
Now, your Lift Note could be…
●
●
●
●
●

A Facebook Ad
Landing page Copy
An E-mail
A Social media post
Etc

So whenever you write a sales page for a Client
You may be asked to write lift notes
This could be an email sequence of 5 or 10 emails.
Or a small message on a landing page etc
NOTE AGAIN: Anything you write in your lift note has to tie in (directly
or indirectly) with the message on your sales page
Here’s an example of a LIFT NOTE,
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It was written by one of my students for a Client of his in the Financial
niche:
Here:
*
Worth more than 10 Microsoft -Bill Gate...
15 times bigger than Apple,
51 times more valuable Exon
And 12 times the size of Australia’s Economy ,
This $15.7 trillion breakthrough will mint more millionaires than
anytime in the history of mankind.
Any moment from now,
A $15.7 trillion dollar Tsunami will hit the American soil at an alarming
pace.
And when it does,
CBS’60 Minutes, reports that it’s “on the verge of changing
everything.”
From the way you shop, to how you work and even how you spend
your free time.
The transformation will be unlike anything the world has ever seen.
As the adoption will be 8 times faster than the smartphone revolution
with one sector after another falling under its spells.
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The Wall Street Journal has described what is about to happen as . . .
“The next industrial revolution, poised to rapidly reinvent business, the
global economy and how people work and interact with each other.”
So revolutionary that...
The Pentagon and The Britain Government, has poured in $ 3.4 Billion
to fasten this breakthrough that is expected to create 58 million new
high paying jobs to mainstream i n no time.
Folks who take action fast stand to see their bank balance swelling
any moment from now.
As one single industry is set to surge an astounding 142,627% by
2030 as this breakthrough hits the American soil with alarming pace.
Turning every single $10,000 stake into a whopping $14,267,200
And minting more millionaires than anytime in the history of
mankind.
In fact, Billionaire Entrepreneur Mark Cuban said,
This breakthrough will mint the world's first trillionaire.
And one single company with 4112 patents to it's name is positioned
to make investors very very rich.
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As Forbes is calling it's latest breakthrough “the next internet-sized
disruption.”
Which is why...
After picking 33 winning stocks in a row from ground floor and
managed money for power house banks like Goldman Sachs,
Citigroup and Credit Suisse,
Chris Mizrahi,
The man Barron's crowned America’s Number one money manager,
Has identified this obscure single company leading this $15.7 Trillion
Breakthrough with 4112 patents to it's name in his new report.
Inside this special report,
You'll find the special ticker number to this company,
The company name,
The hidden innovation on boats it's working on,
And how this innovation will dramatically change the world.
You'll also see how to get in at the ground floor as the price is still very
low
Before it makes its big announcement that could make mainstream
media sing it's praise and send millions of dollars rushing into this one
single company overnight.
Making investors very rich overnight.
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To get receive your copy of this Special Report,
Enter your email below.
*
See how he didn’t really give away anything?
Like, he was able to trigger curiosity and excitement without letting the
cat out of the bag.
That’s how LIFT NOTES work.
Spark curiosity,
Trigger excitement,
Get the reader to learn more.
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Writing Powerful Scripts For Video Sales Letters
and Webinars That Convert!
There’s one thing you should keep in mind when writing scripts….
It’s the same thing the best script writers in the world focus on when
writing scripts for blockbuster movies
YOU Want your reader hooked emotionally from the beginning….
And to do that, there are a number of tricks you can deploy
● You can start with a dramatic story
● You can start with an intriguing statement
● You can make a BOLD, and very enticing promise, the likes of
which they’re not used to hearing
I’ll show you a simple SCRIPT formula I use for Videos and Webinars..
But first, understand that most times,
The Scripting for Video Sales Messages and Webinars follow the
same structure…
And this structure is not really any different from that of a sales letter…
The only difference is,
You’re optimizing your script for visual impact and viewing experience.
Here’s a simple Scripting Formula you can use for your VSLs and
Webinars.
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START with an intriguing statement or a bold promise or a curious
story…. (All designed to hook your reader emotionally)
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If you look at both opening lines,
You’ll see that the choice of words was deliberate.
We want our reader to have a solid reason to keep watching
Because you have to understand,
They have a million other things to watch on their devices and if you
don’t hook them immediately…
They’ll close the page and go do something else with their time and
data.
To help you understand this better,
Please WATCH THIS VSL Clip: T
 he American Parasite
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It was written by Craig Clemens,
One of the few Copywriters alive who commands my total respect,
NOTE: He’s done over $1Billion in Sales with his Copywriting skills >
*
Now that you have your reader hooked,
The next thing is, you have to keep them interested.
How?
It’s simple.
Show them what they stand to gain if they continue watching…

NOTE: This is not the same as saying:
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“If you stay till the end I’ll give you this or I’ll show you that…”
That’s an old formula that no longer works.
It was first popularized by Russell Brunson (Through his P
 erfect
Webinar program),
But it’s since been bastardized and almost everyone and their dog is
using same old lines in their webinars
Heck, they’re using same formula for their scripts
Too bad.
Listen, if you want your reader to stay till the end,
You don’t have to say it.
When you watch a great movie, do they tell you to watch till the end?
Nope.
You find the movie so intriguing, you decide of your own accord to
watch until the very end
And that’s how the highest converting Webinars / Video Sales
Messages are structured.
NEXT:
After giving your reader a reason to keep watching…
The next thing is to follow this OUTLINE (you could tweak this based
on what you’re selling …):
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INTRODUCE YOURSELF
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ESTABLISH CREDIBILITY / SHOW PROOF
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GIVE THEM INTERESTING FACTS / GIVE VALUE
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MAKE YOUR PITCH >
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That’s a simple structure you can follow.
In between, you can fill in the blanks based on what you’re selling.
*
WARNING:
If you invite people to a Webinar or VSL promising them you’ll teach
them something
You have to teach them.
You have to give them lots of value.
Show them how this thing works.
Because if you don’t, they’ll feel used
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They’ll hate you for tricking them into watching your webinar/VSL with
a false promise just so you can sell them your stuff
The mistake a lot of Copywriters and Marketers make is they assume
people won’t take the offer if they teach something valuable
But that’s not true.
When you give people value, they trust you more
And as such,
They’re more inclined to accept your invitation to learn more from you.
Compare that to telling people you want to show them “3 simple steps
to becoming a well-paid Copywriter in 2021”
They’re excited,
They sign up…
The webinar starts…
You welcome everyone
You tell them what they’ll learn
You introduce yourself,
You tell them your story…
And you take the next 10-minutes to rush through the 3-steps to
becoming a well-paid Copywriter
Then you say something like…
“To help you get started…. I’d love to invite you to join my program
today”
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LOL, you think they’ll be super excited to say yes???
They’ve just been played!
You fooled them!
You promised to teach them something and as far as they’re
concerned,
You didn’t.
Which brings me to a very important point I want to make..
Your webinars and VSLs will convert better when you actually educate
your prospects.
The currency is VALUE.
That’s how you earn trust and build credibility well enough to make
people excited to buy what you’re selling.
You don’t even have to give away everything in your product while
teaching…
Just give REAL actionable value that your prospect will appreciate and
be able to act on immediately
Then, you can make them your offer.
The trick is to NOT give away so much value that they think they no
longer need your help.
*
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FCI 114:
The Complete Masterclass
On Client Acquisition
Because this section has videos,
I had to put everything on a separate page.
On the ACCESS Page (where you downloaded this very document),
You’ll see the LINK to that Page.
It’s the second thing after the LINK to Download The FCI Program.
NOTE: You should only Go through This Section After you’re done
with the FCI Program (FCI 110, 111, 112, 113, 115, 116 >)
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FCI 115
The Business Side of Copywriting.... (Go
from "Freelancer for hire" to an 8
 -figure
Copywriting Biz)
When you’re just starting OUT as a Copywriter,
You’ll naturally want to focus mainly on attracting clients who pay you
well to write high-converting copy for them,
But as you earn your bones and see how the system works. . .
You’ll want to leverage your Copy skills and create extra income
streams for yourself.
That’s what I did,
And you can do the same too,
Once you feel like you’re getting more and more confident in your
ability to write copy that brings in money on a profitable basis.
I’ll show you 3 ways to build a profitable business around your
Copywriting skills..
But first, I want you to understand something.
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Copywriting, even when you’re doing it as a side hustle, is not a
hobby…
It is a business, and you have to be ruthless.
Especially when negotiating your fees with clients.
If you treat Copywriting as simply something that you want to try once
in a while when you need money…
You’ll never make any serious money.
But if you treat it like a business,
If you’re strategic,
If you’re always thinking of new ways to create more value around
your services as a Copywriter
Your chances of making a fortune are 100x higher than that of
someone who doesn’t take Copywriting as a business.
More:
I strongly advise you to have a seperate account for your earnings as a
Copywriter.
This can be a business account.
If you use your personal account to receive payments,
There’s always that temptation to spend the money as it comes,
NOT good.
Not good at all.
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Have a seperate account.
And at the end of every month, you can pay yourself a salary.
Then invest part of what’s left in growing your Copywriting business.
That money could go into things like:
● Running ads to build your own email list where you’ll have
prospective clients eager to work with you
● Joining a mastermind,
● Signing up for a 1-on-1 coaching program
● Paying for tools that help you automate your Copywriting
service… (Like C
 alendly… so clients can book a session with you)
And so on.
Listen, you’re not just a Copywriter,
You’re an entrepreneur.
And you need to be able to think intelligently about how you spend
money if you want to thrive.
Because if you don’t,
You’ll be blowing all that money you’re making.
And you’ll always be broke even though you have a big earning
capacity.
*
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3 Big Money MakersThat Can Take YOU From
“Freelancer for Hire” to An 8-Figure Copywriting
Business.
1. JOINT Venture Partnerships
I currently have about 3 JVs from which I’m earning nothing less
than 30% from all sales.
How it works:
I’m always on the lookout for folks who are experts in their field.
If they don’t yet have a course or a program, I make them an
offer they can’t refuse.
I’ll help you with the marketing,
I’ll create the entire sales funnel,
I’ll show you how to create this program so it appeals to your
target audience well enough for a good % of them to take your
offer…
All you have to do is use what I show you to create the content
for the program.
And you know the best part?
I’m not charging you a dime for this.
All you have to do is give me 50% from the proceeds of my work
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with you.
Sometimes, they try to beat it to 30% (And even then, that 30%
represents so much loot for me…)
SO instead of charging N1Million for the project upfront,
I can easily earn over N5Million from that one project.
Thanks to the 30% JV partnership I have with the expert.
Here’s a simple math.
I help you create the marketing for an offer that gets people to
pay you N200,000 for private coaching
And my share is 30%
30% of N200,000 is = N60,000.
If 100 people sign up over a period of say, 6months…
That’s N200,000 x 100 = N20Million
30% of N20Million is = N6Million
So instead of earning N1Million,
You’re now paying me N6Million for a single project.
And of course, because I’m very good at what I do, and because I
know how much money I could make if I get the marketing right…
I always bring my A-Game.
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I have 3 of such deals running currently and I make good money
from each one every month.
2. Royalty Deals
This is similar to JV partnerships.
Except, in this case, you’re striking the deal with your client and
the terms may differ.
For example,
Unlike the JV partnership where you choose not to get paid
upfront…
You can strike a deal with your client where you get paid a small
upfront fee (to kick off the project….)
And in addition, you get a percentage of the sales for a certain
period or up until your royalties hit a certain amount.
Eg:
A 10% royalty up to N3Million.
Or, A 10% royalty up to N3Million over a period of 1-year
Or, Or, A 10% royalty from all sales resulting from Copywriter’s
work, for as long as this project is live.
NOTE: Don’t be naive when structuring these deals, make damn
sure both parties sign a legally binding agreement.
3. Affiliate Money
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You’ve probably heard of this before,
But for the sake of being on the same page,
Here’s what you should know about making money with your
Copywriting skills as an affiliate for quality products.
The first thing is, you’re at an advantage.
Why?
You have good Copywriting skills.
Second,
While it’s true that you can generate a lot of money for yourself
through affiliate sales…
You’re only going to make serious money when you promote
quality products with a good percentage in commissions for
affiliates.
If you’re promoting a N10,000 product and the vendor is giving
out N4,000 per sale that comes through you
You’ll need to make 100 sales to hit N400,000 in commissions
However, if You opt for a higher priced product that delivers on
its promises…
And lets say, the product sells for N100,000
And the vendor is giving out 50% to affiliates (that’s N50,000 for
every sale that comes through you…)
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You only need 10 sales to hit N500,0000 in commissions every
month.
See the difference?
There are many quality products that sell for between N25,000 N100,000
And you can have your pick
But before you promote any affiliate product,
Make damn sure the sales message and offer are solid.
If not, you’ll just be wasting your time sending people to a page
that doesn’t convert.
If you’re not sure where to find affiliate products to promote, you
can check e
 xpertnaire.com
Now, the beauty of these income streams is,
While you take on paying clients,
You can also be making good money via other channels
SO, instead of making say, N500k a month from client work,
You can easily make N2Million or more with money coming in from
any or all of those 3 channels.
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FCI 116: 
The Legal Side Of Copywriting
(Avoiding s
 illy mistakes Copywriters
make that Sabotage their Careers..)
LEGAL:
You probably don’t know it yet,
But people (your prospects) can actually sue you for something you
said on your sales page.
So it helps to be careful what you say
Only make claims you can defend
Don't make statements that imply they’ll get specific results simply
because they bought your product.
You could infer that this is how much they could make or could be
making…
Or that that “they could” experience meaningful improvements within
a projected time frame
And even when you have a bunch of testimonials on your page, as
proof that your stuff works…
You have to make it abundantly clear that results are NOT typical
Results may differ, depending on factors outside your control.
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Also:
● Don't slander
● Don't body shame
● Avoid derogatory remarks
Understanding The Legal part of Copywriting is important.
It's your way of protecting yourself (and your client)
And it's also an indication that you understand the game better than
most Copywriters and marketers out there.
One last thing,
I encourage you to plug this (or something similar) at the bottom of
your sales page as often as possible…
*
Please understand:

Results are n
 ot typical.
I’m not implying you’ll duplicate them (or do anything for that matter).
The average person who buys any “how to” information gets little to
no results. I’m using these references for example purposes only.
Your results will vary and depend on many factors …including but not
limited to your background, experience, and work ethic.
All business entails risk as well as massive and consistent effort and
action. If you're not willing to accept that, please DO NOT GET THIS
PRODUCT/BOOK.*
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If you’re selling a physical product,
It can be something as simple as..
“Please understand that results are n
 ot typical. Your results will vary
and depend on many factors …including but not limited to your
background, experience, and work ethic or commitment to using this
product as instructed. If you're not willing to accept that, please DO
NOT GET THIS PRODUCT.”
Some of your clients may frown at it because they fear it pushes
people away…
True, stuff like this pushes people away,
But only the wrong people who have a tendency to cause you trouble
after buying your product
And it’s better to make it abundantly clear to your customer exactly
what they’re getting into.
Than to leave legal loopholes that may result in avoidable trouble later
on.
Trust me, you don’t want to take chances.
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PRACTICE AND PRODUCTIVITY
If you finished this material …
If you went through it from start to finish,
Without skipping any section,
’ll advise you go over it again….
Take notes
Highlight key points,
Go over these key points again and again and again
Next.
Look out for great sales letters on Swiped.co (And be sure to go
through The Agora Swipe File I included for you as a Bonus . .)
Study these letters
Analyse them
Take out the top 5 (Only pick letters you find interesting)
Get a notebook / plain sheets of paper and a pen
Copy 1 out 1 letter by hand every day for 3 days straight
That’s at the end of 3 days, you’d have analyzed and Copied 1 letter 3
times >>>
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Repeat this with all the other 5 letters.
Why should you do this?
Because it gives you the neurological imprinting of what Great Copy
looks like
And when it’s time to write Copy,
You know exactly what works best for the product you’re selling.
OF course, hand copying sales letters ain’t sexy
Most Copywriters try to avoid it
But take it from someone who knows…
If you analyse and handcopy great sales letters everyday,
Or on most days than NOT,
You’ll be ahead of 99% of people out there calling themselves
Copywriters
Which means, you’ll be in the Top 1%.
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PRODUCTIVITY TIPS
Get as much sleep as you can (you need it, your body needs it)
Go to bed early
Wake up early
Try to do your most important work in the early hours of the day
Or try to start your day by writing
If you wake at 3am, and write a sales letter until 7am
And send it to your client or publish it
And you start working on another project
You’ll be ahead of the person who wakes up at 9am
Plain and simple.
NEXT:
When you’re writing, keep your phone on S
 ilent or Airplane Mode.
Or turn it off Completely.
Use a Google Doc (it allows you write when you’re offline)
This removes any trace of distraction.
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And if you’re a serious person, you won’t even want any sort of
distractions when you’re working on a project for yourself or your
client.
I hope this helps.
At this point,
You can tell that I really want you to succeed.
Else,
I wouldn’t take the pain to break down everything for you the way I’ve
done throughout this program.
I can only hope you take advantage of all the work I put into this
See you in the support group.
Stay frosty
A.
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Recommended Books
● The Secret, Rhonda Byrne
● Mind F*ck, Christopher Wylie
● The 50th Law, Fifty cent & Robert Greene
● Pitch Anything, Oren Klaff
● Flip the Script, Oren Klaff
● Extreme Ownership, Jocko Willink & Leif Babin
● The War of Art, Stephen Pressfield
● Save The Cat, Blake Snyder
● On writing, Stephen King
● Decoded, Jay-Z
●
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● Great Fiction (Mafia, Mystery, Crime, Thrillers, Romance etc >)
Examples:
Mario Puzo’s Novels (The Godfather, Omerta, Fools Die, the
Sicilian . . .)
Dan Brown’s Novels ( The Da Vinci Code, Digital Fortress, The
Lost Symbol, ORIGIN . .)
JK Rowling’s Novels (The Harry Potter Series >>)
James Patterson’s Novels ( Killer Instinct, The Midwife Murders,
The Palm Beach Murders, NYPD6 . . .)
Stephen King’s Novels ( 11/22/63, The Outsider, The Stand . . .)
John Grisham’s Novels (The Appeal, The Broker, The Last
Juror….)

I could give you an endless list,
But I figure these will keep you busy for a while.
Reading is magical.
It expands the horizon of your thought process.
I encourage you to read great books as often as possible.
You’ll become a more enlightened person.
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CONTACT: I’m more active on Twitter (@andy_mukolo)
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